A cohesion metric approach to dividing source code into functional segments to improve maintainability
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Abstract—During software maintenance, understanding source code is one of time-consuming activities. Good programming practice suggests that programmers should insert blank lines to divide source code into functional segments, and a comment at the beginning of each functional segment. Those help developers to understand functional segmentation of source code, such as start and end points of each functional segment. Unfortunately, programmers do not always follow this practice. In this paper, we propose an approach to dividing source code into functional segments. Our approach uses cohesion metric for code portion to identify start and end points of each functional segment.

I. INTRODUCTION

It has been pointed out that, for software maintenance operations, an enormous time and cost is involved in the understanding of the source code [1][2]. Even in the case of source code created by maintainers themselves, if they have not handled it for a prolonged period, for example, or other developers have made alterations, a long time may then be required for its understanding. The source code is an accurate representation of the system but is too vast and detailed for the developer to comprehend. For that reason, a bottom-up approach to understanding the whole thing, that is, reading one line at a time from the first line of each source file onwards, is a very difficult task. Therefore, the maintenance person in charge generally understands the source code by a kind of top-down approach starting with an understanding of the system, and subsequently the modules and functions, rather than reading through every line from the top line of each function. This also similarly applies for a kind of top-down understanding of functions themselves. Following an overall understanding starting with the initial comments, function name, and so on, and then identifying the locations where each individual feature of that function is implemented, a final understanding of the code fragments (regions of uninterrupted source code) which implement each of those features is obtained.

However, when modularization is not done properly, the top-down understanding of functions is difficult [2]. Also, it similarly results in difficulties in top-down understanding if either documentation or source code comments are lacking, and the features of a function cannot be associated with the code fragments inside it [3]. In this study, with the objective of aiding function comprehension, we propose a technique to extract sets of code fragments which realise the same features within a function by using cohesion metrics. The users of this technique are assumed to be developers who have understood the intended function at least once and not those developers who are studying the function for the first time. Firstly, in this study, in order for a set of code fragments to realise a specific feature, and in order to measure the extent to which they work together, we define cohesion metrics designed for sets of code fragments. Then, those sets of code fragments which have a cohesion metric above the threshold are detected and presented as functionalities. Because functionality can be extracted automatically from just the source code, this approach can be used even in such cases when test cases are inadequate or there is no runtime environment.

Additionally, in the application experiments, we have applied a tool which implements the proposed technique for actual software. These results show that, if the cohesion metrics threshold is set appropriately, the majority of the functionalities presented by this tool agree with those found by hand.

II. COHESION METRICS

In general, cohesion is a measure which expresses, in order for each of the constituent parts within a module to realise a specific feature, the extent to which they work together [4]. The cohesion takes a high value for a module which implements a single feature, and conversely, a low value if it implements multiple features which are not related. As typical cohesion metrics, those proposed by Chidamber et al. can be cited [5], the LCOM (Lack Of Cohesion in Methods) class which express the lack of cohesive properties. LCOM considers attributes as data elements and methods as functional elements, and expresses the degree of coordination between them.

Miyake et al. devised the COB (Cohesion of Blocks) cohesion metrics which express cohesion in methods [6]. COB considers the variables used in the method as data elements, and blocks of code as functional elements, and expresses the degree of coordination between them. COB is defined by the formula below which is based on the number of blocks from which each accessible variable in the method can be accessed.

$$COB = \frac{1}{b/v} \sum_{j=1}^{v} \mu(V_j) \quad (0 \leq COB \leq 1)$$
III. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE

In this study, with the objective of aiding the understanding of functions, we propose a technique to extract from within a function, sets of the code fragments which realise different features. In this study, the source code and the features are defined as follows.

- a single piece of software source code $S$ is divided into a set of code fragments $CF = \{cf_0, cf_1, \ldots, cf_m\}$.
- the source code $S$ realises a set of features $F = \{f_0, f_1, \ldots, f_n\}$
- each feature in $F$ is realised by coordinating more than one of the code fragments included within $CF$. However, the code fragments included in $CF$ can belong to multiple features within $F$.

Using these definitions, the purpose of this study is to propose a technique to obtain the set of code fragments which work together to realise a given feature, and present these to the developer. It is easy for developers using this proposed technique to associate the features in a function with code fragments within that function, and it is therefore believed to reduce the costs involved in program comprehension.

A. Cohesion metrics designed for code fragment sets

We propose cohesion metrics which are designed for sets of code fragments to obtain the set of code fragments which work together to realise a given feature. Firstly, we extend the COB cohesion metrics designed for methods to define the cohesion metrics COCP for sets of code fragments. COCP regards variables as data elements, and code fragments as functional elements, and represents their degree of coordination. When any of these variables is accessed by one or more code fragments, for code fragment sets composed of 2 or more elements, COCP is represented by the following formula.

$$COCP = \frac{1}{p} \sum \mu(V_j) \quad (0 < COCP \leq 1)$$

$V_j$ : j-th accessible variable in the method
$v$ : # of variables that can be accessed in the method
$p$ : # of code fragments
$\mu(V_j)$ : # of code fragments that access $V_j$

COCP ranges in value between 0 and 1, but it does not take small values when there are only a few code fragments. When the number of code fragments is 2, for example, COCP takes on a value of 0.5 even for a combination of code fragments which are not coordinated at all. In this way, COCP is very sensitive to the number of code fragments.

We therefore define $NCOCP_2$ which has been normalized for code fragment number. This normalization was performed in the same way as LCOM*, which is normalized by the number of LCOM methods [7]. $NCOCP_2$ is defined by the following formula using COCP and the code fragment number $p$.

$$NCOCP_2 = \frac{p - 1/COCP}{p - 1} \quad (0 \leq NCOCP_2 \leq 1)$$

The proposed technique, with the use of $NCOCP_2$, identifies a set of code fragments which are coordinating through variables to realise a given feature, and presents this to the developer. It is easy for developers using this proposed technique to associate the features in a function with code fragments within that function, and it is therefore believed to reduce the costs involved in program comprehension. Figure 1 shows an example calculation of $NCOCP_2$. Because there are some variables shared between code fragment A and code fragment B, $NCOCP_2$ between them is a high value. Conversely, between code fragments A and C, $NCOCP_2$ is a low value.

B. A cohesion-based technique for extracting functionalities

1) Step 1: syntax analysis: This step divides the source code into code fragments based on the program syntax to create a unique syntax tree comprising the program syntax as nodes, and the code fragments as leaves. Next, we illustrate this specific procedure.

(1) Syntax tree initialization

The whole source code is taken as the initial processing range. The root node representing the whole source code is added to the syntax tree, and taken as the current node.

(2) Block search

Blocks are searched for within the current processing range scanning from the first line.

(3-a) On encountering a block

When a block is found by (2), the source code is divided into 3, “from the first line of the processing
range to the first line of the block”, “from the first line of the block to the end of the block”, and “from the end of the block to the end of the processing range”. Steps (2) onwards are applied recursively for each range around the block. Then, after adding the block which was found as a node onto the current node of the syntax tree, and making that the next current node, steps (2) onwards are also applied for the range in the block interior itself. The recursive process is continued until (3-b) is reached.

(3-b) **On completion of scanning the processing range**

If scanning of the processing range with step (2) is completed without finding program syntax, the code fragments in that range are added to the current node of the syntax tree as a leaf. Also, information is provided to the code fragments about the variables which are accessed in that range.

(4) **Output of the syntax tree**

When the entire source code range has been split and added to the syntax tree using steps (2) and (3), the syntax tree is then output.

Figures 2 and 3 show examples of creating a syntax tree from the source code for some dummy programming language. (a) in Figure 2 is an example of splitting up the source code into simple blocks. If the syntax is nested, it is recursively split up as in (b). (c) in Figure 3 is an example of splitting due to an if-else statement. If the source code is split up according to the control syntax, it is divided into the source code around the syntax, and then such things as conditional statements, execution statements, and update statements. (d) is an example of splitting with a call to an expandable function, but excludes such as external APIs or recursive functions. These kind of functions and methods which perform in-line expansion are processed in the same way as blocks. For that reason, functions and the like which are called in several places may belong to multiple features.

2) **Step 2: extraction of functional elements:**

Steps 2 and 3 intended to match up, from among the group of code fragments obtained in Step 1, those thought to be working in cooperation. The syntax tree is taken into consideration in step 2, so that, more so than in step 3, code fragments with a syntactically close positional relationship will be matched up preferentially. Whether or not code fragments are working in cooperation is determined if the value of the cohesion metric defined in section III-A exceeds the threshold or not. As for the specific process, for each node on the syntax tree obtained in step 1, the values of the cohesion metric is calculated for the set of code fragments which belong to it. Given nodes and the nodes which belong to them for which the metrics values are above the threshold, the highest level nodes are thus located as the functional elements. This process is carried out to find those blocks and functions, in units of program syntax, which are working in conjunction over as broad a range as possible, and extract them as functional elements.

Figure 4 shows an example of extracting functionalities. The node number is at the top-left of the node. For example,
from the tendency of variable access in the code fragments, cohesion is high for the set of code fragments belonging to nodes 2, 3 and 5, whereas the cohesion is low for the set of code fragments belonging to nodes 1 and 4, and out of the nodes 2, 3 and 5, because node 3 is the lower level node to node 2, the remaining nodes 2 and 5 are functional elements. Also, code fragments that do not belong to either of node 2 or node 5 are single functional elements.

3) Step 3: extracting functionalities: In step 3, combinations of functional elements are found which have high cohesion, and functionalities are then extracted. Unlike step 2, since the positional relationship between matched up functional elements is not considered, even if the region belonging to a single feature is dispersed over positions separated throughout the source code, it can be extracted as a single functionality. A full search is done for combinations of functional elements to provide an evaluation value for cohesion.

IV. CASE STUDY

We verified that the functionalities presented by the proposed technique agreed with those found manually by a developer. The Chem3D software for analyzing protein structure information was chosen as an application subject. Chem3D has been developed in C# and consists of 3641 lines, 70 classes, and 600 methods. When asked to put together a correct set of functionalities by hand, the developer in charge of the whole source code for Chem3D classified the entire source code into 80 features. It can be noted that with this classification, there were also code fragments classified into multiple features. The concordance rate for the functionalities presented by the proposed technique is expressed by the following, if we assign those due to the proposed method and those identified by the developer as A and B respectively, where spaces and tab characters have been removed from any character strings.

\[
\text{ratio}(A, B) = \frac{2 \times |A \cap B|}{|A| + |B|}
\]

Here, \(A \cap B\) represents the common part between character strings A and B. When we applied the tool implementing the proposed technique to Chem3D and calculated the concordance rate of the functionalities presented with those identified by the developer, the results in Table 1 were obtained. The tool accepts source files written in C#, and calculates the location (i.e., begin and end lines) of each functional segment in given source files using proposed method.

When the threshold value for \(NCOCP_2\) was set to 0.50, the average value, maximum value, and minimum value for the concordance rate were all the highest. In addition, when the threshold value for \(NCOCP_2\) was set to 0.50, 51 functionalities were extracted, which was the closest to the 80 features found by the developer. For this reason, as far as application to Chem3D3 is concerned, a threshold value set to 0.50 can yield potential functionalities with high precision, and be considered an effective aid in source code comprehension. Figure 5 shows an example of the functionalities when setting the threshold value for \(NCOCP_2\) to 0.50. This example includes 3 types of functionalities and agreed completely with the results found by the developer. The reading function for protein straddles 3 code fragments but could be extracted as a single functionality. The reason that a single functionality can be extracted even if it straddles multiple code fragments like that, is not because just a single code fragment is presented as a functionality, but because, as explained in section III-B, functional elements consisting of single code fragments are combined and the functionality presented.

Also, the identification function for protein structure is a 1-line method call statement, which is a single functionality. Since in-line expansion is performed as described in section III-B, the proposed technique detects functionalities only after in-line expansion by the method call in this example. Because the in-line expansion was not actually done by the proposed technique, due to the fact that the method call statement included in the identification function for protein structure shares its identifier ‘protein’ with other statements, the possibility exists that it is included in other functionalities.

V. RELATED WORK

Wang et al. [8] proposed an automatic blank insertion tool SEGMENT based on several heuristics to improve the readability of methods. We aimed to support software maintenance activity, and proposed a method to extract functional segments based on a cohesion metric \(NCOCP_2\).

So far, several studies have been done on cohesion metrics based on program slicing[9][10][11][12]. Those metrics are promising to extract functional segments from source code, however, the computational costs of them are relatively higher.
TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NCOC$P_2$</th>
<th># functionalities</th>
<th>concordance rate (ave.)</th>
<th>concordance rate (max)</th>
<th>concordance rate (min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Example of functionality

than proposed metric NCOC$P_2$. So, cost-cutting methods need to be considered.

Cohesion discussion can be extended also to other factors, not only the shared usage of variables to realize a feature. For instance, Counsell et al. [13] report with evidences that classes in object-oriented systems including more comments tend to be more cohesive. The proposed method is promising to be improved by incorporating other factors of cohesion (e.g. the number of comments).

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE CHALLENGES

In this study, we have set out to provide support in the comprehension of functions, and proposed a technique to extract sets of code fragments which realise the same features within a function by making use of cohesion metrics. With the results of the application experiment, we were able to confirm that, by appropriately setting the threshold value for NCOC$P_2$, the majority of the functionalities presented by this method agreed with the results of a developer finding these features manually.

In the future, it is necessary to validate NCOC$P_2$ theoretically and establish it as a decision methodology common to languages and domains by applying it to other source codes. Future work should also include the proposal of a method to add feature names to the functionalities extracted by proposed method. Methods can be envisaged such as using a dictionary prepared in advance as in the ‘Concept Assignment’ proposed by Gold et al. [14], or the application of natural language processing technology so that keywords can be automatically extracted from code fragment sets.
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